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The number of foreign workers in Japan has been increasing annually reaching
1.28 million in 2017. However, in conventional Japanese language education for
foreigners, a gap has existed between the acquisition of “correct” reading/writing,
pronunciation, and use of expressions on the one hand and practical Japanese
conversation in real business situations on the other hand. Foreign workers are
bewildered by this gap, which may hinder their work duties and even isolate
them in the workplace. “Japanese Language Training AI” is a Japanese conversation training support service that was developed to solve these problems.

having certain specialties and skills can be accept-

1. Introduction

ed, so the need for Japanese language education is

In Japan, the number of foreign workers has

expected to grow for both foreign workers and

been increasing annually reaching 1.28 million in

the companies accepting them.

2017 [1]. Nevertheless, a shortage of human re-

As a result of conducting interviews with for-

sources is still a problem in a variety of industries,

eign workers, we found that there were some who

so a bill was passed to revise the Immigration

had studied Japanese in their home countries be-

Control Act [2]. Enacted on April 1, 2019, this revi-

fore coming to Japan, passed the Japanese-Language

sion expands the range for which foreign workers

Proficiency Test, and acquired a certain level of
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Japanese. However, due to the gap between Japa-

actually like to speak and practice with. It also

nese studied at a Japanese language school or in

judges whether that conversation is made up of

textbooks and Japanese used in the workplace,

appropriate “words and expressions” and offers ad-

they could not communicate well, which hindered

vice as well (Figure 1).

their work and left them feeling isolated in the

This service was achieved by forming a cross-

workplace. This situation led some to even return

organizational joint team composed of NTT DOCOMO

to their home countries.

R&D departments and corporate sales and marketing departments and developed as a “TOPGUN”

To eliminate this gap between conventional
Japanese language education and conversation in

project that aims to solve social and business is-

real business situations, NTT DOCOMO devel-

sues. To solve the problems in conventional Japa-

oped Japanese conversation training support ser-

nese language education that cannot necessarily

vice “Japanese Language Training AI” (hereinafter

be said to be practical, this service has undergone

referred to as “JLT”) as a departure from conven-

hypothesis testing through verification experiments

tional language teaching materials centered about

and its app has been improved. This article de-

the memorization of example sentences. This ser-

scribes the JLT service and its development as a

vice features a function that enables the user to

TOPGUN project.

freely create conversation that he or she would

Figure 1

JLT features
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conversation-creation function.

2. JLT Overview
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In contrast to conventional language teaching

2.1 Pronunciation-judgment AI

materials centered about the memorization of ex-

Pronunciation-judgment AI is a function that

ample sentences, JLT features NTT DOCOMO-

asks the user to read an example sentence in Jap-

developed AI functions (pronunciation judgment,

anese and judges not whether the result is correct

expression judgment) that enable the user to freely

Japanese pronunciation but whether itʼs pronunci-

create conversations that he or she would actually

ation that can be understood by a Japanese native

like to speak and to learn practical Japanese that

speaker. It also offers advice on improving pro-

can be understood by a Japanese native speaker.

nunciation. For example, if the user mistakenly says

The JLT service also provides training content

“nimotsu wo omochi itashimasu” (“please let me carry

useful in actual business situations for various fields

your baggage”) as “nimotsu wo omachi itashimasu,”

and applications (dining, lodging, IT, retail sales,

a Japanese native speaker would still understand

caregiving, and job-hunting activities) (Figure 2).

the meaning. While a conventional Japanese con-

Furthermore, to enable Japanese language train-

versation training support service would treat this

ing specific to the work of individual companies,

as a mistake, the JLT service would judge this to

NTT DOCOMO can provide a customer with cus-

be “GOOD” since itʼs a statement that could be

tomized training content.

understood while advising the user that “omochi”

The following describes the pronunciation-judg-

is correct (Figure 3).

ment function, expression-judgment function, and

Dining

Lodging

GOYOYAKUWA

Figure 2

Training content by industry and application
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2.2 Expression-judgment AI

For example, if the trainee renders the English

Expression-judgment AI asks the trainee to

sentence “If you take this bus, you can get to the

speak in Japanese a phrase presented in the train-

station.” as “kono basu de eki ni ikemasu,” the

eeʼs native language (English or Vietnamese at pre-

function would judge it to be “GOOD” since the

sent) and judges whether the expression or word-

meaning is understandable but would advise the

ing used would be understandable to a Japanese

trainee that “kono basu ni noreba, eki ni tsukimasu” is

native speaker while offering advice if needed.

a better choice of words (Figure 4). Another feature

Figure 3

Figure 4

Pronunciation-judgment function

Expression-judgment function
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of this function is that it gives a good evaluation

In JLT, pronunciation-judgment processing is per-

to even a different expression such as “kono basu

formed on the terminal app while expression-judg-

de eki ni ikemasu yo” as long as it expresses the

ment processing is performed on a server. We here

correct meaning.

describe the AI technology behind the pronuncia-
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tion-judgment function.

2.3 Conversation-creation Function

The key feature of pronunciation-judgment AI

The conversation-creation function enables the

is that it runs on the terminal app. Although there

user to create original training content by inputting

are systems that construct an acoustic model from

a practice phrase in the userʼs native language

the userʼs (foreignerʼs) spoken Japanese and per-

(English or Vietnamese) into the userʼs smartphone

form associated processing on the server side, the

by speech or text. The JLT service therefore sup-

cost of creating such an acoustic model and con-

ports not only training with preinstalled training

structing a server for that purpose has been an

content but also user needs in the manner of “I

issue. The pronunciation-judgment AI library*1

would like to try saying this too in such a scenario.”

that we have developed uses the text of a practice
sentence and the text of the speech recognition
result to judge pronunciation. Specifically, the

3. JLT Configuration and Technology

function partitions the speech recognition result
into individual words, removes the vowels in those

The configuration of JLT is shown in Figure 5.

Terminal
JLT app
Expression-judgment

Expression-judgment
AI server

Training content

Chatbot server

Preinstalled training content for
various industries
IT

Dining

Manufacturing

Caregiving

Pronunciation-judgment AI library

Figure 5

Speech recognition/
voicing of example
sentences/translation when
creating training content

Server for
speech recognition/
speech synthesis/
translation

Function configuration

*1

Library: A collection of general-purpose software programs in
a reusable form.
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words and substitutes consonant groups taking

recognition result would be exactly that. That is

pronunciation similarity into account, and calcu-

to say, if simply comparing the correct sentence

lates the degree of similarity with respect to the

with the speech recognition result of the userʼs ut-

combinations of all the words included in the text

terance, the latter would turn out to be inappro-

of the correct sentence and all the words included

priate with respect to the former due to the fre-

in the text of the speech recognition result (Figure 6).

quent use of “ah” in speaking resulting in a judg-

The JLT service also implements a function

ment of “error.”

for removing fillers before performing judgment.

However, JLT performs judgment after remov-

This makes it possible to appropriately judge the

ing fillers and repetitions so that the userʼs utter-

pronunciation of an utterance mingled with fillers

ance in this case would be judged to be appropri-

sounds that would intrinsically be understood by a

ate with respect to the correct sentence.

Japanese native speaker. Japanese spoken by a

Pronunciation-judgment AI is not limited to

foreigner may include fillers (such as “ah”), repeti-

judging the Japanese spoken by foreigners̶it can

tions, etc. that act as noise. Consequently, the re-

also be applied to judging the English spoken by

sults of judgment may be low even if the utterance

Japanese.

is understandable to a Japanese native speaker.

In this regard, a Japanese person skillful in Eng-

For example, given “kono basu de eki ni ikemasu”

lish (corresponding to a TOEIC®*2 score of 800) and

as the correct sentence, the user may utter “kono

a Japanese person weak in English (corresponding

basu de eki ni ah ikemasu” so that the speech

to a TOEIC score of 400) were each asked to utter

Correct
sentence

Speech recognition
result

Remove fillers

Judge similarity

Calculate score, locations of
pronunciation mistakes

Figure 6

Pronunciation-judgment processing

*2

TOEIC®: A registered trademark of Educational Testing Service (ETS). This product is not endorsed or approved by ETS.
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150 example sentences in English. Figure 7 shows

In judging whether pronunciation was under-

the results of judging the pronunciation of those

standable, our pronunciation-judgment AI demon-

speakers by an English native speaker, another

strated a performance approximately 5% higher

companyʼs pronunciation-judgment system, and our

with respect to utterances by the Japanese person

pronunciation-judgment AI.

skillful in English and approximately 16% higher

%

Percentage of utterances judged to be
understandable

100

97

95

95
89

90
85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
Native
ネイティブ

Other
company’s
他社発音判定
pronunciation judgment

Pronunciation発音判定AI
judgment AI

(a) Utterances of Japanese skillful in English
%
100

Percentage of utterances judged to be
understandable
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95

93

90
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78

80
75
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65
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60
55
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Native
ネイティブ

Other
company’s
他社発音判定
pronunciation judgment

Pronunciation発音判定AI
judgment AI

(b) Utterances of Japanese weak in English

Figure 7

Performance evaluation of pronunciation-judgment AI
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with respect to utterances by the Japanese person

JLT equipped with training content oriented to the

weak in English compared with the other compa-

IT industry.
Comments such as those below have been re-

nyʼs pronunciation-judgment system. These results
show that this technology is effective in judging

ceived on JLT.
• The many items of content having different
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whether pronunciation is understandable.

degrees of difficulty and designed for various conditions enable training that can be

4. Verification Experiment with
FPT Japan Holdings

tailored to individual employees. We expect
communication between customers and employees to be vitalized as a result.

To test the training support effect of the current
version of JLT, we have been conducting verifica-

• I feel an improvement in my conversational

tion experiments as a NTT DOCOMO TOPGUN

ability since I have to think about expres-

project [3]. In this article, we introduce the verifi-

sions and words on my own.

cation experiment that we are conducting with
FPT Japan Holdings Co., Ltd., which is the Japanese
arm of FPT Software, the largest IT company in

5. Conclusion

Vietnam.

This article presented an overview of “Japanese

While technical competence is, of course, essen-

Language Training AI,” explained pronunciation-

tial, FPT Japan Holdings recognizes that commu-

judgment AI technology, and described a verifica-

nication in Japanese is also vitally important in get-

tion experiment conducted with FPT. After receiv-

ting customers in the Japanese market to entrust

ing a 2018 Good Design Award, JLT is expected

their work to another company with peace of mind.

to develop even further from here on [4] [5]. We

For this reason, the company is focusing its efforts

are currently providing JLT to companies under-

on language acquisition by its Vietnamese employ-

taking Japanese language education for foreign staff

ees by inviting a Japanese language lecturer every

and technical interns, companies helping foreign-

weekend and holding Japanese conversation clas-

ers with living in Japan, organizations that sup-

ses free of charge for Vietnamese engineers liv-

port international students, etc. We are also pro-

ing in Japan. There is also a plan to open an “FPT

moting tests to assess the JLT training effect in

Japanese Language School” in Tokyo sometime in

foreign staff education, interview practice for in-

the future. Among these initiatives at FPT support-

ternational students, and other applications [6] [7].

ing Japanese language education, we have begun

Looking to the future, we plan to provide multilin-

a verification experiment to explore the possibility

gual support so that foreigners studying Japanese

of using JLT.

overseas can make good use of the JLT service.
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